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The Michael Wybrow Collection
Part 11

Churchill on Posters and Prints

no. 91 a full colour print of the painting by Oswald Birley of a seated Winston Churchill. Reproduced in
mezzotint (I also have a copy signed by the engraver Lawrence Josset) in a special edition by permission of
Lady Birley and the Speaker of the House, where the original hangs. Published by The Times in 1961,
not to be confused with arecent ordinary print seen regularly in internet auctions. Image size 17 x 21 inches, framed size 22 x 28 ins. This is a stunning portrait, in a nice gilt frame. $300.00
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PO Box 90689
Tucson, AZ 85752-0689
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FAX: 520-743-8406
email: wscbooks@concentric.net

June 2002

The Battle of Omdurman, 1898
Think back 104 years ago- no television, no video, no CNN, no colour photography, newspapers and magazines almost exclusively black and white. The only way people could experience
the colour of a news event was through posters such as these. This pair of large colour posters
depicting the great Battle of Omdurman on Sept. 2, 1898, was published by G.W. Bacon ltd.
of London. The artist was A. Sutherland. Image size is about 28 x 19 inches. The detail is
incredible- hundreds of detailed individual figures, a key to code numbers identifying the principal features. Each regiment is shown with its proper uniforms. Both prints still have the
explanatory sheet intended to be pasted on the rear, although one is damaged.I have never seen
posters such as these before. When I competed with Sotheby’s to buy the Wybrow Collection,
this was one of the items in which they showed intense interest. Colours are bright and unfaded, some foxing on both prints.

no. 92 $800.00

no. 93 $800.00
the pair $1500.00

Notes to Catalogue 95
Michael Wybrow’s vast Churchill collection included a generous selection of prints and posters. many of the
highlights like the 1898 Battle of Omdurman prints, the Countryman County Maps, and the prints of paintings by Churchill covered the walls. In addition there were four large 25 x 35 inch portfolios with plastic
sleeves under the bed, which incidentally are now for sale.
Most of the previous catalogues from this collection have filled out your bookshelves. This one will cover your
walls

Ordering
Orders may be sent by email, phone or fax.
These itmes can not be sent vis bookrate so shipping is extra on all orders less than $500.00 and dependent on
distance and whether you wish to have the frames and glass included with such items
Payment can be made by Visa, Mastercard, or cheques in Dollars or Sterling.
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Wartime colour print of Churchill in
Ottawa
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1919 centerspread cartoon

This full colour image shows Churchill and the Canadian
PM on the steps at Ottawa. Photo taken by R.E. Foster,
who has signed it on the mount. A printed la]bel on the
back of the frame states this was produced by a Winnipeg
printing co. Image 11.5 x 9 ins, framed 16 x 16. $120.00

A two-colour centrespread cartoon originally published in
Punch on 2 July 1919. Entitled Mr. Punch’s Political
Marchpast, Churchill is dead center wearing an elaborate
Admiralty uniform and dressed in a horse costume, he is
stepping on Lloyd George’s cape. This colourful 80 year
old print is attractively mounted and framed. Overall size
21 x 16 inches. $120.00

2

7

Vanity Fair caricature The Fourth Party

Poster- Churchill's Day of Victory

This colour caricature from 1880 shows Lord randolph
Churchill and three of his associates. It can seen at reduced
size in Churchill’s bio of his father. Image size 14 x 9.5
ins, framed 17 x 12.5; original descriptive text mounted on
back. $50.00

This is a large 20 x 27 poster advertising a Churchill
feature by Martin Gilbert in the Sunday Telegraph Colour
magazine. Printed blue and red on white paper, wrinkly
feel, small tear near lower right corner. date 31 Aug 1986.
$30.00

3

8

Low 80th Birthday colour caricature

Poster- My Father as I Knew Him by
Sarah Churchill

The 2 page centerspread of the full colour cartoon by David
Low of an 80 year old Winston being toasted by a roomful
of assorted younger Winstons. The caption reads: To
Winston with affectionate birthday greetings from his old
castigator - LOW. This is the original from the centre
spread of Illustrated from Nov. 1954. This image was
reproduced by ICS, but only the originals include real
staple holes- something many of you will remember from
your early days of examining Playboy centerfolds.
Professionally mounted and framed, overall size 25 x 19
inches $25.00

This is a large 20 x 30 inch poster promoting a feature by
Sarah Churchill in the Sunday Express. Printed red, blue,
yellow, black on white paper. VG, a small tear on left
margin. Very bright and colourful. $35.00

4

9

Fred May caricature from 1932

Poster- Churchill portrait by Sickert

This colour caricature was published in The National
Graphic June 1932. Collectors will recognise this image
from the dj of “Through Winds and Tides”. Image size 8 x
10 ins, mounted and framed 11 x 14 in old frame dated
1938 by framer, even before Wybrow’s time. $90.00

This poster promoting the Sunday Observer colour
magazine for 11 Sept., 1966 features a painting of
Churchill done by Walter Sickert in 1927. Printed in full
colour, very bright, 20 x 30 ins. Wybrow likely got this
new in 66 and stored it ever since. $40.00

5

10

ICS certificate to Thatcher

In 1990, ICS UK made a presentaion to then Prime
Minister Thatcher which included this certificate. Copies
were offered to members. Wybrow bought one and had it
framed. 12 x 16 ins in nice gold frame. $15.00

Poster- Churchill and the Atom Bomb

This is a large 20 x 27 poster advertising a Churchill
feature by Martin Gilbert in the Sunday Telegraph Colour
magazine. Printed blue and red on white paper, wrinkly
feel, small tear near lower rleft corner. date 31 Aug 1986.
$30.00

1
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Poster-The Young Churchill by
Randolph
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Large 1945 Election Poster

This is a large 20 x 30 inch poster in colour advertising the
publication of Randolph’s biography of his father in the
Sunday Telegraph (1966) Clean undamaged copy. $40.00

This original from 1945 features the Tories main slogan
“Help Him Finish the Job” and a portarit of Churchill.
Size is 20 x 30 inches, printed red and black. Superb
condition, bright and unfaded, a few edge splits, creases
from earlier folding. $400.00

12

17

Churchill Centenary Exhibition Poster
1974

Churchill Centenary Exhibition poster

This large 20 x 30 inch poster promoting the Centenary
Exhibition in 1974 is printed in a very bright chrome
yellow with red and black printing. Unused, although it
appears to have been folded when new, but carefully stored
flat for 25 years by Wybrow. $30.00

large poster, size 20 x 30, advertising the Centenary
Exhibition held at Somerset House in 1974. Printed in
brown and red on glossy cream stock. Fine condition,
lightly creased. $25.00

13

18

Poster- 1974 celebration in Brussels

Join the Home Guard poster

This poster in French advertises a week long exhibition for
the 30th anniversary of the liberation of Brussels by the
Allies and the 100th anniversary of Churchill’s birth. 20 x
26 inches, colourful with Uk and Belgian flags, background
is faint images of 1944 newspapers reporting the liberation,
including one showing the famous statue of the peeing boy
doing so on the Nazis. $50.00

Bright recruiting poster is undated, probably 1940’s.
Printed black and red on yellow background, mounted on
heavy card stock, red string for hanging, size 15 x 20. This
poster has some wear and damp stains. $75.00

14

19

print of Churchill painting Evening Glow
at Mimizan

1940 Daily Mail poster

This print was done in 1977 in a limited edition of 750
copies, this is no. 8. Image size 22 x 18 ins, paper 25 x 22.
Rich unfaded colour. $150.00

This poster advertising the January 13, 1940 issue of The
Daily Mail, headlines “Belisha: M.P. tells of Quarrel with
Churchill”. Printed red and black on now well browned
paper. Interesting to note that this was recycled at the time
and the back side advertises a Whist Drive and dance by a
Conservative Club in the Yorkshire dales town of Hawes
in 1940. Edgeworn and some tears, clearly an original.
$50.00

15

20

large poster for musical WINNIE

This promotional poster is 20 x 30 ins, printed ed and blue
on heavy card stock, with strut on rear for self support.
This musical played in the 1980’s at the Victoria Palace
Theatre starring Robert Hardy. $24.00

2

Charity Portrait of Churchill

This colour print of Churchill was sold by The Overseas
League Tobacco Fund to raise money to provide cigs to the
fighting services. Painted by John Berrie, Image 8 x 9
inches, in old wood frame with details of charity copies on
rear. $40.00
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Small print of Bottlescape by Churchill
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French cutout of Churchill’s hat

Small 7 x 6 inch print, framed. Stuck on back is an old
typed note stating it was purchased at the Royal academy in
1965, and the print is Matsil Processed, obviously the state
of the art in 1965. A nice old piece to fill a small gap in
your library wal. $28.00

This cardboard cutout toy assembeles into a grey peaked
cap. 16 x 23.5 inches. Printed by Editions Willeb, Paris,
no date but seems like 1940’s. Old and brittle with edges
cracked, assembly not recommended. $50.00

22

27

artwork for Potsdam Conference
scrapbook

Salute the Soldier poster

A 14 x 18 inch sheet with colourful artwork for the official
scrapbbok of the Big Three Conference at Potsdam in July
1945. This appears to be a test printing or sample. Wybrow
likely got this with the Lettice Marston material he
acquired, as she had been present. Could be framed, or use
it make your own scrapbook. $20.00

An interesting poster with a signed message from the
Prime Minister, supporting the “Salute the Soldier”
campaign for national savings.15 x 19 ins, printed in blue,
red and black. Poor condition with significant areas gone.
But a real wartime poster at low cost. $15.00

23

28

HESP part work poster

Topolski drawing of Churchill

A poster advertising the part work of HISTORY OF
THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLES, which was
sold at 4/6 a week. Printed in red and black, 15 x 20
inches. These were posted by newsagents. This copy has
holes where it was once pinned up. $20.00

A colour lithograph of the drawing of Churchill by Feliks
Topolski. This was Penguin Print No. 1, and is highly
sought by Penguin Book collectors, who normally buy
every one of these I get. It was printed on cheap wartime
paper and does not hold up well. here is a clean unworn
copy. 11 x 17 ins. $120.00

24

29

large Churchill Memorial Appeal poster

It Happened at Yalta poster

Poster "WINSTON CHURCHILL MEMORIAL
APPEAL, Give generously- He did!" . 20 x 30 ins, large
portrait of Churchill, 2 colours, Stained and creased $10.00

This very large 30 x 40 poster was produced by the Army
Bureau of Current Affairs for educational use. Printed on
both sides. this issue from 1945 has numerous photos.
$16.00

25

30

London 1944 360 degree view

As seen by an A.R.P. Observer on the roof of the Bank of
England in the Summer of that Year. 31 x 27 inches,
printed in colour. Interesting print showing all major
landmarks with compass heading index to them. Damp
stains on lower and right edges. $15.00

3

Karsh colour centerfold

Portrait of Greatness, a colour print of the famous colour
portrait by Karsh showing Churchill in white tie with
medals and blue sash. Image size 14 x 20 inches. This is a
magazine centrefold, so does have staple holes. $12.00
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Arthur Pan print 1943
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Large print of Bottlescape by Churchill

The well known portrait of Churchill by Professor Arthur
Pan shows Churchill seated in a leather backed chair. It
was painted in 1942, and the original hangs in Great Hall
of the Merchant Venturers. In 1943, 1000 prints were
made and sold by Frost & Reed with proceeds going to
Clementine Churchill’s Aid to Russia Charity. These all
have Churchill’s signature printed in the margin, and fool
people regularly into thinking they have a signed copy.
Image size 22 x 17.5 inches. This copy bright and unfaded,
some rubbing in LL corner, mounted on heavy card.
$80.00

This large high quality print of the well known painting
by Churchill was published by the Illustrated London
News, date unknown but likely 1950’s. Image size 20.5 x
16 inches, on heavy coated paper 29 x 23. A small stain in
one corner of the margin, otherwise a bright unused
example. $150.00

32

37

London Underground sign

vanity Fair print of Winnie by NIBS

This is the real thing, not the flimsy little things they sell
to tourists. Dimensions 28 x 26 inches, solid steel .090
thickness, weighs 14 pounds. This came on the market
some years back when Leicester Square station was being
refurbished. Colours very bright (never saw the sun of
course), some minor wear at the mounting holes, backside
gloss black paint. $400.00

VANITY FAIR print of Churchill drawn by the well
know artist Nibs, There are two Vanity Fair prints of
Churchill. This is the one that shows Churchill from the
side, bending forward at the waist. A bright unfaded
example of this turn of the century (the last one..)
caricature. Image size 8 x 13 ins, printed on 10.5 x 13 inch
paper. One small tear in right margin, not affecting image.
$450.00

33

38

Wartime French poster

Arthur Pan print of churchill

This bright poster on glossy paper is an appeal to all
Frenchmn from Gen. degaulle. dated 19 Juin 1940, printed
red and blue, size 13 x 18 ins. Unfaded, but some rubbing.
$40.00

The well known portrait of Churchill by Professor Arthur
Pan shows Churchill seated in a leather backed chair. It
was painted in 1942, and the original hangs in Great Hall
of the Merchant Venturers. This print was done in 1971
and is about 40% larger than the original. Image size 30 x
22.5. I have one of these framed and it is most impressive.
$20.00

34

39

Wartime Evacuees Poster

wartime French poster

This large 20 x 30 poster shows a woman with three
children against a background of bombed houses. No date
but likely 1940. Issued by the Ministry of Health. Printed
blue and black on whiteb paper. Fine unworn example.
NOT a reproduction. $120.00

A wartime poster showing Churchill & Roosevelt seated
outdoors. Title is in French. Image size 12 x 16.5 inches,
full colour with pale yellow border. Unframed $115.00

35

40

Menton, Alpes Maritimes, print of
painting by Churchill

This large print was produced by the Medici Society in
1959, before the copyrights became locked up. This view is
from the Reves villa, La Pausa. Iamge size 27 x 17.5
inches, on heavy paper 30 x 23. never framed, wholly
unfaded, stored for all those years. $180.00

4

wartime poster Churchill message and
signature

THE PRIME MINISTER'S MESSAGE, dated August
1944, asking for books and magazines, with a facsimile
signature at the bottom. Printed red and black, attractive
border, large 20 x 30 inch size. Near fine, 2 folds. I belive
this to be the largest known example of a Churchill
”signature”. $400.00
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large wartime poster Be So Proud

Churchill Prints & Posters
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46

Large wartime poster BE SO PROUD OF THE RACE...
a quote from Lord Halifax 1940. Printed black and red,
elaborate border. Large 20 x 30 inch size, near fine, folded
twice. $100.00

An unusual hand printed silk panel, 30 x 31 inches, with a
map of central London showing famous buildings and
indicating those suffering bomb damage. Arms of the
various Boroughs (City, Westminster, St. Pancras, etc)
surround, with various Churchillian quotes along each
edge. Delightful wartime production. Framed and glazed.
$200.00

42

47

The Political Traffic Problem

framed print of Churchill painting

This is a colour centre fold from the 1920’s showing
Churchill and many other politicians of the day. Image
size 14.5 x 9 inches. Mounted in a 18.5 x 13.5 inch frame.
I have not removed this for examination but believe it to be
a colour photocopy and it is priced as such. $15.00

VIEW FROM CHARTWELL, a print of Churchill's
painting reproduced by The National Trust in 1979 in a
limited edition of 850 this being No. 307. Image size 25 x
30 inches as original. See Coombs No. 445. Nicely framed
and glazed, attractive and impressive. Certificate included
in envelope taped to rear. Frame size 30 x 35 inches.
$450.00

43

48

Vanity fair print of Churchill by SPY

Original oil of Spitfire

This much sought chromolithograph print from Vanity
Fair of 102 years ago shows an image of a young Churchill
with hands on hips. The artist was “SPY”. Image size 8.5
x 13.5 inches, mounted and frramed in 14.5 x 19 inch
black and gilt frame. This is the real thing. $475.00

An original oil painting of a spitfire flying over the chalk
cliffs of Kent. Size 37 x 25 inches, stretched canvas,
mounted in black wooden frame. Has a few digs in paint
acquired on its recent trip to USA. $200.00

44

49

small wartime poster Be So Proud

Churchill and Benes, colourful print
“signed’

wartime poster BE SO PROUD OF THE RACE... a
quote from Lord Halifax 1940. Printed black and red,
elaborate border. 10 x 15 inch size, near fine. $50.00

A colourful l display poster, autographed at the April 19th,
1941 meeting of Churchill with the President (in exile) of
Czechoslovakia, Dr. Eduard Benes, and "inspecting"
Czech forces. the poster is drawn in red, gold and black
on white and features two quotes by Churchill and another
by Cromwell, with the RAF arms and motto over the quote
on "the few". This looks hand made, but on inspection it
has been printed in the three colours, and was produvced in
aid of the RAF Benevelont Fund. In fine black lettering
at center it states : Autographed by The Prime Minister
(Gt. Britain) and Dr. E. Benes (Czechoslovakia).
Signatures are printed. Image size 20 x 12 ins. $450.00

45

50

Colour print of Churchill at desk

A large full colour print of Churchill at a desk holding a
document. Produced in the 1950’s, artist unknown. size
19.5 x 20.5 inches, in a black and gold frame, no mount.
$220.00

limited edition print of Churchill painting

VIEW FROM CHARTWELL, a print of Churchill's
painting reproduced by The National Trust in 1979 in a
limited edition of 850 this being No. 353. Image size 25 x
30 inches as original. See Coombs No. 445. Still in
original cardboard shipping carton, so bright and unfaded.
Small damp stain to edge of carton and mount $450.00

5
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Churchill Addresses crowd in Glasgow
1918
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large 80th Birthday portrait photo

This 9x7 photo shows Churchill standing on the roof of a
motor bus, 11 April 1918 in Glasgow. Mounted with
original press photo caption sheet beneath. Framed sized 15
x 13.5 ins. $75.00

This photograph was taken by Doglas Glass for the
Sunday Times in 1954 for Churchill’s 80th Birthday.
Copies could be ordered by readers. This large print has a
15.5 x 18 inch image, 17 x 22 overall. Please note that this
is a continuous tone photographic print, not a halftone,
mounted on card. $85.00

52

57

Sketch of Churchill by Dutch artist Max
Nauta

1945 Election Poster

This sketch was published in ILN on 1 Dec 56. Image 8 x
12 ins, framed size 11 x 15. $40.00

This original from 1945 features the Tories main slogan
“Help Him Finish the Job” and a portarit of Churchill.
Size is 10 x 15 inches, printed red and black. Superb
condition, bright and unfaded, creases from earlier folding.
$100.00

53

58

Drawing of Churchill by John Sargent,
R.A.

Banner style 1945 Election Poster

This drawing of Churchill in robes of Chancellor of the
Exhequer was the last drawing done by Sargent before his
death. This print comes from English Life magazine in
1925. Image size 8.5 x 12 ins, unmounted in plain black
frame $36.00

This original from 1945 features the Tories main slogan
“Help Him Finish the Job” and a portarit of Churchill.
Size is 19.5 x 7.25 inches, printed red and black. Superb
condition, bright and unfaded, creases from earlier folding.
$100.00

54

59

Wartime Poster- B.E.F. in Fierce Battle

Daily Express Churchill poster

This wartime poster was used to promote that days issue of
the Evening Standard (London). Undated but must be
1940. 19 x 30 inches, printed in black and mauve on light
card, some scrapes and foxing, clearly an original $40.00

This large 20 x 30 inch poster features the head of the
Karsh photo. No date, but likely promoting the Daily
Express at the time of Churchill’s death. This poster has
been used, probably on a rainy day and has some stains and
rips. A powerful image. $35.00

55

60

ad for British gazette 1926

This newsagents poster for the British Gazette advises
latest strike news. Churchill was editor of the Government
run British Gazette during the General Strike of 1926. 20
x 30 ins, blue on white. A few tears but remarkable
condition for its age. $20.00

6

Family Tree Poster

This bright poster was sold in the 80’s at places like
Chartwell and graphically portrays Winston’s descent from
from john Churchill, 1st Dule of Marlborough. 22 x 30
inches, bright red background, printed in full colour.
$5.00
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The Nation's Farewell poster
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Churchill in his study

This poster was produced in 1965 to promote the funeral
issue of The Sunday Express. Size 20 x 30 inches, features
head from Karsh portrait. Printed black on white, somber
and powerful. Crisp unused example, just some light
creasing. $60.00

An illustration from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill at his desk at Chartwell. 10 x 13.5 ins, mounted
and ready for framing. $10.00

62

67

Mentioned in Despatches certfictae

Churchill portrait

A Mentioned in Despatches certificate from the Great
War. In the British Forces, the entry level award is
“mentioned in despatches” and when an individual is so
mentioned this is recorded in his record and a certificate
issued. This certificate issued to Cpl. A.taylor of the Royal
berkshire Regiment. The certificate is signed by the
Secretary of State for War, Winston S. Churchill. This
signature is printed and part of the standard form. 8.5 x
7.25 inches on card stock, now browned from age, in old
wood frame, glazed. Think what the sharks would sell this
for on ebay... $75.00

An illustration from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill in overcoat. 8.5 x 13.5 ins, mounted and ready
for framing. $10.00

63

68

1907 Caricature of Churchill

Chrchill debating at Oxford Union 1907

This early caricature dated 28 Jan 1907 shows Churchill
with bow tie and hat, artist is Ralph Rowland. Image size
5.5 x 11 inches, mounted, framed and glazed. Not
examined out of frame but suspected photocopy, so priced as
such. $15.00

An illustration from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill against F.E. Smith at the Oxford Union, 1
March 1907 9.5 x 14 ins, mounted and ready for framing.
$10.00

64

69

“INSURE” says Churchill poster

Churchill addressing crowd at Dartford
1910

Poster issued by a small insurance company, date unknown.
Size 17 x 23 ins, buff paper with faint outline of Churchill
overprinted in large brown type with a quote from page 315
of Liberlism and the Social Problem “If I had my way, I
would write the word ‘Insure’ over the door of every
cottage....”. Since it is all by Churchill, maybe this is an A
item....Fine. $120.00

An illustration from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill speaking at dartford Rink in Dec. 1910.
Drawing by Arthur Garratt 9 x 11 ins, mounted and ready
for framing. $10.00

65

70

Chartwell opening poster 1959

This single sheet printed in green advertises the fact that
the grounds of Chartwell will be open to the public for 2
days in 1959, and gives details on getting there, admission,
etc. 11.5 x 18 inches, foxing, pinholes from where it was
originally posted. $15.00

7

1910 caricature by David Wilson

An illustration from the Graphic, Aug 13, 1910, showing
Churchill dressed for a shooting expedition in Asia
Minor. 9 x 13 ins, mounted and ready for framing.
$20.00
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Cabinet Ministers' dining table 1910
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1944 Calendar with Churchill drawing

An illustration from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill and other ministers at reserved table in House of
Commons dining room. 9.5 x 14 ins, mounted and ready
for framing. $10.00

A promotinal calendar from a merchant in Nova Scotia. 13
x 21 inches, 2 tone brown. Front cover lifts to reveal small
1944 calendar, now on March. Arist seems to be Garthe.
A nice wartime item. $30.00

72

77

Churchill rung down by Suffragettes

Drawing of Churchill by Vera Doon

An illustration from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill addressing a crowd at Dundee in 1908. 13 x 10
ins, mounted and ready for framing. $10.00

An art print of a pen and ink drawing, signed by the artist.
Image is 7 x 9 inches on 13 x 17 art paper, in a 15 x 20
mount ready for framing. $60.00

73

78

Churchill with cigar and siren suit

Drawing of Churchill by Vera Doon

An illustration from the Illustrated London News of the
famous portrait of Churchill seated in the grounds of
Chartwell. 9.5 x 13 ins, mounted and ready for framing.
$10.00

An art print of a pen and ink drawing, signed by the artist.
Published by New World galleries in 1941. Image is 7 x 9
inches on 13 x 17 art paper, in a 15 x 20 mount ready for
framing. $60.00

74

79

Print of Churchill painting by Egerton
Cooper

set of 9 prints in folder from Hallmark

A large print of the portrait of Churchill by A. Egerton
Cooper (see Smith p. 61) titled Profile for Victory showing
a profile of Churchill seated from the left. . With elaborate
script printed titles, probably published during the war.
The painting was done in 1943 and first appeared on the
cover of a magazine in May 43. The black and white image
is 13.5 x 16 inches. On heavy art board 18 x 23.5 ins.
very high quality image.Sombre and impressive. This copy
in superb undamaged condition. $120.00

This large portfolio features Churchill’s comment about
painting when he gets to heaven on the front. Inside are 9
prints of paintings by Churchill including Orchids,
Bottlescape, Mimizan, Palladian Bridge, Cork Trees Near
Minizan, Tapestries at Blenheim, Avignon, Venice,
Marrakech. Size 21 x 26. Produced in a limited edition for
a charitible fund. First such set I have seen. Fine
condition, original cardboard mailer. $1000.00

75

80

Let us go Forward Together poster

This is a modern reprint of this famous wartime poster. 20
x 30 inches. $5.00

8

Print of Churchill painting by Egerton
Cooper

A large print of the portrait of Churchill by A. Egerton
Cooper (see Smith p. 61) titled Profile for Victory showing
a profile of Churchill seated from the left. . With elaborate
script printed titles, probably published during the war.
The painting was done in 1943 and first appeared on the
cover of a magazine in May 43. The black and white image
is 13.5 x 16 inches. Paper size 18 x 23 ins. This exampled
is browned and is wrinkled from being rolled. $20.00
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large film poster YOUNG WINSTON
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wartime poster- Churchill addresses
miners

A Quad Poster advertising the film Young Winston. 30 x
40 inches, Simon Ward stands in centre with press
comments down both sides. $29.00

A large wartime poster WE SHALL NOT FAIL, message
to the coal miners. Issued by The Ministry of Fuel and
power. Large photo of Churchill superimposed on rows of
union delegates. Reprints Churchill’s message to Coal
Miners of 31st Oct., 1942. Large size, 20 x 30 inches, near
fine, 2 folds. $240.00

82

87

Atlantic Charter Poster

1939 war cabinet group photo

This large wartime poster, 14 x 28 inches, was produced by
the Office of War Information and printed by the
Government Printing Office. Publishes the 8 points of
The Atlantic Charter and then indicates it was by FDR
and WSC. This copy clean, has been folded all these years
and slight browning along folds. $50.00

An official group photograph of the War Cabinet, taken
late 1939. It shows the group of 12 sitting and standing in
2 rows with Chamberlain center front with WC standing
behind him. The others include Eden, Hoare, Simon,
Halifax, Hankey, Wood, etc. Produced by Bassano Ltd
(Court Photographers). Image is 9.25 x 11 ins on 13.5 x
17.5 inch mount. This is like holding history in your
hands. $320.00

83

88

1959 General Election poster

artist signed drawing of Churchill

An original election poster from the General Election of
1959, promoting Churchill for the Woodford Division,
which he won of course. I wonder why they bothered.
How could the electors fail to re-elect the most famous man
in the country to be their representative in Parliament.
About 9 x 15 inches, has been folded, otherwise white and
unworn. $125.00

A drawing of Churchill by G. Harrington. The print
measures 7.25 x 9.5 inches and is signed on the mount by
the artist and also has an inscription on the rear by the
artist stating that the original is with Mr. Vic Oliver and
that this print is reproduced with permission. $140.00
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wartime poster- Civil Defence Order of
the Day by the Prime Minister

Lord Ismay Presentation, signed by 22
people

Large wartime poster Civil Defence Order of the Day
issued by the Prime Minister June 12th, 1941, followed by
3 paragraphs exhorting the civil defence services to hang
in. 20 x 30 ins, red border. near fine, 2 folds. $180.00

A very unusual 12 x 14.5 inch sheet of quality paper,
mounted on board, which reads - A Dinner Given to Lord
Ismay on the Occasion of the Publication of his Memoirs,
September 26th, 1960. Filling the rest of the sheet are
signatures in blue of 22 people- Churchill, Alexander,
Ismay, Jacob, Auchinlek, Colin Coote, Cunningham,
Slim, Spears, and Colville. Before you start taking out new
mortgages- the really curious feature is that the signatures
are all printed. I can only surmise that an original was
done at the banquet and a copy supplied to each signatory.
A delightful piece, begging to be framed on its own or with
photos of the participants. $400.00
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wartime Arabic poster of Churchill

A large wartime poster with a colour portrait by George
Leach. It is titled in Arabic above English, probably
produced by the Ministry of Information for distribution
abroad. Image size 12 x 14 inches, very clean, grey border,
Union flag at top. $90.00

9

Golden Anniversary Roses

A unique momento of the Golden Anniversary present of
the Avenue of Golden Roses at Chartwell, organised by
Randolph as an anniversary present to his parents. It
consists of 8 x 10 photos of the title page, Dedication page,
and the plan of Rose Avenue from the special presentation
book, and proofs of the special dies designed for this book,
printed on paper, green Morocco, and white vellum. The
whole thing in a large 20 x 25 inch frame. Origin
unknown, but obviously from someone involved in the
actual production of this one-off book. $100.00

